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Dream Team

Marie Ferro and Phillip
Wilson join forces

Fight Club

Conditioners that
fight frizz, fading
and damage

Short Story
Cut and color
meet cute
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tip sheet

| What’s new. What’s hot. what works. 

tip
of the
month

Did you know that
hair color continues
service? That’s because
rinsing with water does
not stop the oxidative
action of peroxide. It
may also be the reason
that many of your
clients complain of
scalp sensitivity after
a service. “The only
way to successfully
stop oxidation is with
the freshly activated
form of L-ascorbic
acid, which is the active
ingredient in Malibu
C Crystal Gel,” says
Nicole Emiliani, color
education at Malibu C,
who suggests rinsing
the color out of your
client’s hair with water.

Nick Hemsley joined Lunatic Fringe Salon in Salt Lake City, Utah, in
2011, when he was right out of beauty school. In July NAHA named
him Newcomer Stylist of the Year, and for good reason. “My collection
expresses organic movement of hair with dramatic bursts of color
inspired by the Northern Lights,” says Hemsley, who paired simple
shapes with hard lines for balance. A graduate of Paul Mitchell the School
in Salt Lake City, Hemsley is eager to develop his portfolio of editorial
work, and his work behind the chair provides plenty of inspiration. Still,
it’s his fresh approach to hair styling that makes him so popular with his
clients. Sounds like a winning combination to us.

Nick Hemsley
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Hydrogen peroxide was discovered in 1818, but it took
until 1867 to find out it could bleach hair.
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of Crystal Gel with two
ounces of warm water in
a clean color applicator
bottle. Apply Crystal Gel
from roots to ends to
instantly stop oxidation.
For more info, visit
malibuc.com/prof

Photography: Keith Bryce; photo courtesy of malibu C.

one to watch

Then, mix one packet

Photography (clockwise from top left): Photo courtesy of aveda; photo corutesy of jpms; Photography: Damien Carney

to oxidize after a color

Aveda’s signature soy-wax aromatherapy holiday candle

is scented with spicy aromas of gingers, ginger lily and clove.
It makes a perfect gift this holiday season. aveda.com


Gold Standard Atar Gold Natural Fragrance Serum is the latest venture by hair
color icon Teri Donnelly and industry icon Tony Beckerman. Capturing the power of
pure gold, which ancient alchemists believed to be the flesh of the Gods, the silky
serum is infused with 12 different attars, which are nature’s organics used to make
personal potions that respond to the body’s own chemistry. With leading notes of
organic sandalwood, bergamot and black pepper, the fragrance can be worn by both
men and women and becomes spicy, woody or fresh and powdery when it hits the
skin. To get a free sample, visit atargold.com. You’ll also want to get your hands on
one of Donnelly’s hand-crafted talismans, a leather bracelet with the Atar Gold logo.

Talk about
turning a negative
into a positive.
At Paul Mitchell,
empowerment
is all about
attitude. Look
what happens
when you put
an apostrophe
between the “I”
and the “m” in the
word impossible.

Shape up!

As a texture and color specialist with ISO and Joico, Guest Artist Drea Lechner knew that both had to figure prominently in her new collection
if she was to remain true to her artistic essence. Presented with the idea of “software” as a concept, Lecher was motivated to create strong perimeter shapes combined with
soft texture fabrications that would evoke an abstract, yet balanced essence. First she created strong copper and red base formulations, then she overlaid them with golds and
reds, which she blended with pastels in order to produce a modern, matte finish. Her secret? ISO’s iColor and illuminate Copper and Red collections
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